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III. INTRODUCCIÓN
 

Today's world demands skilled professionals and English is the language of choice for communication in the

global marketplace. Responding to the needs of a rapidly changing world, we invite our students to learn and

develop the four basic skills required in a foreign language: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. By

building these skills and exploring new ideas, students will be able to understand, speak, read, and write in

English at their current level. After completion of the intermediate level, students will be able to manage diverse

academic texts as well as make successful oral presentations in English.
 

IV. LOGRO (S) DEL CURSO
 

Students will satisfy partially the requirements of basic communicative exchanges and show signs of

spontaneity although this falls short of real autonomy of expression.

UNIDAD Nº: 1 GOING AWAY

LOGRO

By the end of the unit students will talk about things they need to do before a trip, give advice and make suggestions

and talk about travel and vacations.

TEMARIO

* Use infinitives to give reasons

* Use it in sentences like It's easy to do
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* Ask for and give advice and suggestions

* Talk about vacations and getting ready for a trip

* Respond to suggestions

* Use I guess to sound less sure about something

HORA(S) / SEMANA(S)

7 / 1-2

 

UNIDAD Nº: 2 AT HOME

LOGRO

By the end of the unit students will talk about where they keep things at home, talk about home furnishings, identify

objects and talk about home habits and evening routines.

TEMARIO

* Use Whose and mine, yours, his, hers, etc.

* Order adjectives before nouns and the pronouns one and ones

* Talk about your home, your belongings, and your habits

* Use Do you mind? To ask for permission and Would you mind? to make requests

* Agree to requests in different ways

HORA(S) / SEMANA(S)

10 / 3-4

 

UNIDAD Nº: 3 THINGS HAPPEN

LOGRO

By the end of the unit students will tell anecdotes about things that went wrong, talk about accidents and respond to

anecdotes.

TEMARIO

* Use the past continuous for events in progress in the past

* Use myself, yourself, himself, etc.

* Talk about accidents and things that went wrong

* React to other people's stories

* Use the expression I bet

Note: REview and practice of units 7 to 9

HORA(S) / SEMANA(S)

10 / 5-6

 

UNIDAD Nº: 4 COMMUNICATION

LOGRO

By the end of the unit students will talk about different ways of communicating, compare ways of keeping in touch and

manage phone conversations.

TEMARIO

* Make comparisons with adjectives

* Use more and less with nouns and verbs
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* Talk about different ways of communicating

* Manage phone conversations

* Interrupt and restart conversations on the phone

* Use just to soften things you say

HORA(S) / SEMANA(S)

10 / 9 -10

 

UNIDAD Nº: 5 APPEARANCES 

LOGRO

By the end of the unit students will describe people's appearances and identify people.

TEMARIO

* Use have and have got to describe people

* Use phrases with verb + -ing and prepositions to identify people

* Talk about what people look like

* Show that you're trying to remember a word

* Use You mean to help someone remember something

HORA(S) / SEMANA(S)

10 / 11-12

 

UNIDAD Nº: 6 LOOKING AHEAD 

LOGRO

By the end of the unit students will talk about the future, talk about plans and organizing events and discuss different

jobs.

TEMARIO

* Use will, may, and might to talk about the future

* Use if and when and the present tense to refer to the future

* Talk about plans and organizing events

* Use will to make offers and promises

* Say All right and OK to agree to do something

HORA(S) / SEMANA(S)

8 / 13-14

 

VI. METODOLOGÍA
 

This course will provide students with many English language opportunities. During this semester, students will

practice what they already know and will learn new grammar, vocabulary, expressions and communicative

skills. Classes will be run as discussions and interactive situations in which all students are required to

participate. Attendance and participation count for the final grade. Personal commitment and self-study are also

important. Students will have to work on the material on line (book and workbook) and will be asked to

gradually develop the exercises.

Students will have the opportunity of monitoring their progress through a number of different activities and

exams applied in class. Different activities and exercises are done in class to assess the student's different skills
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in the language (CD). There will also be Prácticas Calificadas and exams (mid-term and final) which are the big

evaluations in grammar, vocabulary, and use of language. As these evaluations are part of a database, students

can review them but are not allowed to keep them.

 

Plagiarism

Students' academic production is highly valued by UPC. Therefore, various situations that violate academic

integrity are detailed in the Disciplinary Regulations, such as plagiarism in research papers, cheating on any

kind of assessment, falsifying information, among other cases. In this regard, see the Regulations at:

http://www.upc.edu.pe/RepositorioAPS/0/4/JER/REG_PREGRADO/Reglamento_de_Disciplina_2009-

2.pdf.pdf

Students' academic production and honesty are central to university life. We should avoid plagiarism in order to

enable a higher education based on original intellectual work

 

PARTICIPATION

 

Points will be awarded for every class in which a student attends and participates. Class participation not only

means physical attendance but also active participation in class discussion, presentation of assignments on time,

and having the class material.  Absence from class does not constitute an excuse for not completing

assignments. It's the student's responsibility to be prepared for the next class even if absent from the previous

class.

 

According to EPE regulations, attendance is checked at the end of the first class hour. However, this does not

prevent class from starting and carrying on all necessary activities on time.

 

REQUIRED MATERIALS

Students are required to bring the following to every class:

- Text

- Notebook

- Dictionary

VII. EVALUACIÓN

FÓRMULA

20% (EA1) + 20% (EB1) + 10% (PA1) + 10% (CD1) + 10% (CD2) + 10% (PC1) + 10% (PC2)

+ 10% (EX1)

TIPO DE NOTA PESO %

EA - EVALUACIÓN PARCIAL 20

EB - EVALUACIÓN FINAL 20

PA - PARTICIPACIÓN 10

CD - PROMEDIO DE EVALUACIÓN DE DESE 10

CD - PROMEDIO DE EVALUACIÓN DE DESE 10

PC - PRÁCTICAS PC 10

PC - PRÁCTICAS PC 10

EX - EXPOSICIÓN 10
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VIII. CRONOGRAMA

Módulo Regular

TIPO DE
PRUEBA

DESCRIPCIÓN NOTA NÚM. DE
PRUEBA

FECHA OBSERVACIÓN RECUPERABLE

EA EVALUACIÓN PARCIAL 1 Week 8 Units 7 to 9 SÍ

EB EVALUACIÓN FINAL 1 Week 16 Units 7 to 12 SÍ

PA PARTICIPACIÓN 1 Continuous Average of attendance,
material, homework, and
active participation in
class

NO

CD PROMEDIO DE
EVALUACIÓN DE DESE

1 Continuous Average of online work
(Workbook Units 7 to 9)
and a minimum of 3 in-
class oral activities

NO

CD PROMEDIO DE
EVALUACIÓN DE DESE

2 Continuous Average of online work
(Workbook Units 10 to
12) and a minimum of 3
in-class written activities

NO

PC PRÁCTICAS PC 1 Week 5 Units 7 and 8 SÍ

PC PRÁCTICAS PC 2 Week 13 Units 10 and 11 SÍ

EX EXPOSICIÓN 1 Week 14 Oral exam NO

IX. BIBLIOGRAFÍA DEL CURSO

BÁSICA

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

MCCARTHY, Michael  (2008) Touchstone full contact :   student's book 2. Cambridge ; New York :

Cambridge University Press.

  (428 MCCA/F/2)

RECOMENDADA

(No necesariamente disponible en el Centro de Información)

Cambridge University Press

FREE ONLINE ENGLISH LESSONS AND ESL

MURPHY, Raymond  (1993) Basic grammar in use :   reference and practice for students of english.

Cambridge : Cambridge University Press.

  (428 MURP/B)
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